


Dots split phonemes/graphemes 
apart and help students decode 

the word

Students spell the words 
using graphemes

Finally, students color the picture 
that matches the word



Students use the dots to read the 
words aloud.

Students graph and write 
the sounds into the boxes.
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Short Vowels
at cat, hat, bat, rat, sat 8
ab cab, dab, jab, lab, tab 9
ad dad, lad, mad, pad, sad 10
an can, fan, man, pan, ran 11
ag bag, rag, sag, tag, wag 12
ap cap, lap, map, nap, sap 13
am dam, ham, jam, ram, yam 14
ed bed, fed, led, red, wed 15
eg beg, keg, leg, peg 16
en den, hen, men, pen, ten 17
et jet, wet, net, pet, vet 18
ot cot, dot, hot, pot, rot 19
ob cob, job, mob, rob, sob 20
og dog, fog, hog, jog, log 21
op cop, hop, mop, pop, top 22
it bit, hit, kit, lit, sit 23
id bid, hid, kid, lid, rid 24
Ig big, dig, fig, pig, wig 25
Ip dip, hip, lip, rip, zip 26
In bin, fin, pin, tin, win 27
Ut cut, gut, hut, nut 28
ub cub, rub, sub, tub 29
ug bug, dug, hug, jug, mug 30
un bun, fun, nun, run, sun 31
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Blends (CCVC and CVCC)

S Blends skip, slug, snip, spin, stop 32

R Blends crab, drum, grin, trap, frog 33

L Blends sled, plug, flag, clip, flat 34

Ending Blends tent, hand, lamp, belt, sand 35
Digraphs and Trigraphs

sh ship, shed, shop, fish, cash 36

ch chop, chin, chat, inch, bench 37

th thin, bath, moth, path, math 38

ck duck, lock, sick, sock, kick 39

wh whip, whisk, when, white, wheel 40

qu quiz, quill, quilt, quack, queen 41

wr wrap, wrist, wrong, write, wreck 42

kn knit, knob, knot, knee, knock 43

ph phone, photo, trophy, graph 44

ng hang, king, ring, sing, wing 45

nk wink, tank, sink, bank, junk 46

mb lamb, limb, comb, climb, crumb 47

tch itch, hatch, witch, match, catch 48

dge edge, judge, badge, wedge, hedge 49
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Double Consonants
ss kiss, hiss, mess, miss, boss 50
ll well, pill, ill, bell, fill 51
zz buzz, fizz, jazz, dizzy, pizza 52
ff off, puff, cuff, cliff, sniff 53

CVCe
CVCe (a) cake, cane, safe, tape, rake 54
CVCe (i) bike, file, five, hide, nine 55
CVCe (o) bone, cone, home, note, rose 56

CVCe (yu & u) cube, tube, June, mute, tune 57
Vowel Teams

ai mail, rain, tail, snail, train 58
ay day, hay, lay, pay, ray 59
ea eat, leaf, seal, meat, read 60
ee bee, feet, tree, peel, seed 61
-y jelly, berry, belly, copy, carry 62

igh high, sight, fight, light, night 63
ie lie, pie, tie, tied, cried 64
-y cry, dry, fry, fly, spy 65
oa boat, coat, goat, loaf, soap 66
ow bow, row, mow, tow, crow 67
ew dew, new, blew, chew, drew 68
oo pool, moon, food, roof, tool 69
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R-Controlled Vowels
ar car, jar, farm, scar, star 70
er fern, germ, ladder, perch, clerk 71
ir bird, dirt, girl, stir, skirt 72
ur fur, surf, burp, turn, curl 73
or corn, fork, horn, torn, cord 74

ore core, sore, tore, more, store 75
oar oar, boar, soar, roar 76

Diphthongs

au haul, haunt, pause, sauce, 
launch 77

aw paw, saw, yawn, draw, lawn 78
al ball, call, hall, walk, talk 79
oo book, cook, foot, hook, wood 80

ou loud, count, cloud, mouse, 
mouth 81

ow owl, cow, down, brow, gown 82
oi coin, boil, coil, soil, foil 83
oy toy, boy, joy, soy, oyster 84
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